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First Midterm Exam

Tuesday, October 4th, 8:00-9:30 pm

Location: PHYS 112 and WTHR 200.

Covering material in chapters 1-6 

(but probably not too much from chapter 6)

Multiple choice, probably about 25 questions, 15 will be 
conceptual, 10 will require simple computations.

A formula sheet will be provided.

You can bring one page of your own notes.

I put a couple exams from previous years on the web page.
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Last Lecture

• We learned that mass was a conserved quantity:

• We also learned that momentum was a 

conserved quantity:

�� = �� + �
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The Importance of Conserved 

Quantities

• If we knew the forces at all times, and were 
willing to use calculus, we could calculate the 
motion of all objects.

• But, we can also ignore the details of the 
forces and rely on the fact that momentum is 
conserved:

��	��� +��	��� = ��	��� +��	���
• With no external impulses, the total 

momentum never changes, independent of 
how the objects interact with each other.
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Energy

• Another conserved quantity is energy.

• Unlike momentum, energy is a scalar quantity.

• You might already have an intuitive idea of 

what energy is, but in physics, we must define 

it precisely and use it consistently.

• So what exactly is energy?
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External Forces and System Changes
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The block and the earth are parts of the system.



External Forces and System Changes
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The cart and the wall are parts of the system.



External Forces and System Changes
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The slingshot and chalk are parts of the system.



External Forces and System Changes
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The box and the floor are parts of the system.



External Forces and System Changes

• The block with the higher elevation above the 
earth could break the chalk.

• The faster cart could break the chalk.

• The stretched slingshot could break the chalk.

• The box and the carpet it was pulled across 
became warmer, and through an unfortunate 
series of events, could break the chalk.

• “Energy” is kind of like the propensity for an 
object to break chalk:
The more “energy” the system has, the easier it is to 
break the chalk.
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Gravitational Potential Energy
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• The energy of an 

object-Earth system 

associated with the 

elevation of the object 

above Earth is called 

gravitational potential 

energy (symbol Ug). 

• The higher above Earth 

the object is, the 

greater the gravitational 

potential energy.



Kinetic Energy
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• The energy due to an object's motion is called kinetic 

energy (symbol K).

• The faster the object is moving, the greater its kinetic 

energy.



• The energy associated 

with an elastic object's 

degree of stretch is called 

elastic potential energy 

(symbol Us).

• The greater the stretch 

(or compression), the 

greater the object's 

elastic potential energy.

Elastic Potential Energy
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Internal Energy
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• If a object slides on a surface, the surfaces in contact can 

become warmer. 

• Structural changes in an object can occur when an 

external force is applied.

• The energy associated with both temperature and 

structure is called internal energy (symbol Uint). 



Negative Work
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Negative Work
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Zero Work
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Positive, Negative and Zero Work

• When the direction of the external force exerted 
on the system is in the same direction as the 
object’s displacement, its ability to break chalk 
increases.

• When the direction of the external force exerted 
on the system is opposite the object’s 
displacement, its ability to break chalk decreases.

• When the direction of an external force is 
perpendicular to an object’s displacement, its 
ability to break chalk is unchanged.
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Relating Work and Energy

• When the external force is in the direction of the 
object's displacement, it does positive work, 
causing the system to gain energy. 

• If the external force points in the direction 
opposite to a system object's displacement, it 
does negative work, causing the energy of the 
system to decrease.

• If the external force points in a direction 
perpendicular to a system object's displacement, 
it does zero work on the system, causing no 
change to its energy.
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Defining work as a physical quantity
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Positive, Negative and Zero Work

• In some experiments, force and displacement 
were in the same direction: � = 0° and
cos 0° = +1.0. Positive work was done. 

• In other experiments, force and displacement 
were in opposite directions: � = 180° and
cos 180° = –1.0. Negative work was done. 

• In one experiment, force and displacement 
were perpendicular to each other: � = 90° and
cos 90° = 0. Zero work was done.
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Important Tip
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• It is tempting to equate the work done on a 

system with the force that is exerted on it. 

• In physics, there must be a displacement of a 

system object for an external force to do work. 

• Force and work are not the same thing.



Example: Pushing a Bicycle
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• Two friends are cycling up a hill inclined at

8°—steep for bicycle riding. The stronger cyclist helps 

his friend up the hill by exerting a 50-N pushing force 

on his friend's bicycle and parallel to the hill, while 

the friend moves a distance of 100 m up the hill. The 

force exerted on the weaker cyclist and the 

displacement are in the same direction. 

• Determine the work done by the stronger cyclist on 

the weaker cyclist.



Tip for Calculating Work
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• The angle that appears in the definition of work is 

the angle between the external force and the 

displacement of the system object. 

• When calculating work, it is useful to draw 

tail-to-tail arrows representing the external force 

doing the work and the system object displacement. 

Then note the angle between the arrows.
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Example: Pushing a Bicycle (or Unicycle)

� �
�

�

�

� = 
� cos �
= 50	� 100	� cos 8° 	

= 4950	� ∙ �



Energy is a Conserved Quantity
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• Work done on a system object by an external force 

results in a change of one or more types of energy in 

the system: kinetic energy, gravitational potential 

energy, elastic potential energy, or internal energy.

• The energy of a system can also be converted from 

one form to another. 

– Can this happen when the work done is zero?



Total Energy
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• The total energy U of a system is the sum of all these 

energies in the system:

Total	Energy = - = . + -/ + -0 + -�12

• Hypothesis: if no work is done on the system, the 

energy of the system should not change; it should be 

constant. 



Is the Energy of an Isolated System Constant?
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When released from 

the same vertical 

height with respect 

to the table, the car 

lands the same 

distance from the 

table.



Conservation of Energy
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• We have support for a hypothesis that the energy of 

an isolated system is constant and the different 

processes inside the system convert energy from one 

form to another. 

• We reason that work is a mechanism through which 

the energy of a nonisolated system changes. 

– Based on this reasoning, we can hypothesize that 

energy is a conserved quantity—that it is constant 

in an isolated system and changes as a result of 

work done on a nonisolated system.



Work-Energy Bar Charts
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• A work-energy bar chart indicates the relative 

amounts of a system's different types of energy in 

the initial state of a process, the work done on the 

system by external forces during the process, and the 

relative amounts of different types of energy in the 

system at the end of the process. 

• The work bar is shaded to emphasize that work does 

not reside in the system.



Example: Work-Energy Bar Chart
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Example: Work Energy Bar Chart
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Example: Work-Energy Bar Chart
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Example: Constructing a Qualitative Work-

Energy Bar Chart

• The system is isolated:

– no work is done on it.

• If the earth was not 

included in the system, 

then the earth would do 

negative work on the car.

– In such a system, there 

would be no gravitational 

potential energy.
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Generalized Work-Energy Principle
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